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Abstract

An airgun survey was conducted in the waters around Ascension Island during May 1999 by the
British oceanographic research vessel J.C. Ross. The purposes of the survey were to calibrate and
locate three existing hydrophone systems, to measure acoustic coupling and subsequent seismic
propagation on a volcanic island and tomographically image the crustal structure of the volcanic
edifice. The calibrations and locations were conducted on three hydrophones currently in use by
the Prototype International Data Center (PIDC) and the National Data Center (NDC): ASC23,
ASC24, and ASC26. The hydrophones were installed in 1957 with calibrations that were either
lost, never provided or altered in the course of time.

A Scripps-calibrated hydrophone moored at 925 meters depth was used to record the waveforms
from a 1000 cubic inch airgun to determine the airgun source function and validate reproducibility
of the source. The source function for the airgun was determined using the direct phase recordings
and was found to be 751 kPa at 1 meter, consistent with manufacturer specifications. Because all
three Ascension hydrophones are located near the ocean floor, it was not possible to simply decon-
volve the measured source function from the signals measured to determine the hydrophone mon-
itoring system amplitude and phase response. The direct arrival phase at the hydrophones is
contaminated by nearly time-coincident bottom reflections and scattering (and to a lesser extent
by Stoneley waves). The airgun shots closest to the Ascension hydrophones resulted in clipped
signals, allowing us to determine clip levels in raw digitizer counts and the maximum peak-to-
peak signal level in counts that corresponded to linear behavior. The peak-to-peak amplitude of
the Scripps-calibrated hydrophone was corrected for range and directivity effects due to reflec-
tions off the free surface at each airgun shot in the direct arrival linear analysis interval. A conver-
sion factor from counts to pressure in Pascals was determined for each shot and the factors
averaged for each hydrophone. The results are summarized in the table below:

Hydrophone Name

ASC26

ASC23

ASC24

Counts per Pascal

3.5 x 105

1.7 xlO4

8.8 x 104

System Clip Level
in Peak-to-peak

Counts : Pa

1.0xl0 7 :29

2.0 x l O 6 : 120

9.0 x l O 6 : 102

Maximum of
Linear Regime in

Peak-to-peak
Counts : Pa

7.0 x 106 : 20

1.5xl0 6 :88

6.0 x 106 : 68



Introduction

During the calibration phase of an Ascension Island cruise [1] on the British research vessel J.C.
Ross, a 1000 cubic inch airgun was fired over each of three Missile Impact and Location System
(MILS) hydrophones: ASC23, ASC24, and ASC26 for the purposes of location and calibration.
The locations of the hydrophones determined from the cruise data were published in a previous
report [2] and are in good agreement with the original installation report [3]. The 1000 cubic inch
airgun was also fired over a temporary hydrophone with known instrument response. This hydro-
phone was a Scripps Institute of Oceanography system that was deployed for 3 days during the
airgun survey. As will be shown, the Scripps hydrophone recordings of the airgun signal allowed
us to determine a source function for the 1000 cubic inch airgun and verify that the airgun wave-
form is highly reproducible. Ideally, this source function could be used to deconvolve the instru-
ment response from the 1000 cubic inch airgun recordings measured by each of the three MILS
hydrophones. The result would be amplitude and phase responses of each hydrophone system as a
function of frequency. Unfortunately, the three hydrophones are located near the ocean floor with
direct arrival waveforms contaminated by bottom reflections, scattering, and Stoneley waves.
Consequently, the source term was only used to determine a calibration factor for each of the
hydrophones.

The MILS hydrophone recordings of the nearest airgun shots all exhibit clipping and ringing by
the direct phase arrival. However, as the source-receiver range increases, the direct arrival ampli-
tude falls below clipping level and exhibits the peak-to-peak amplitude fall-off with distance
expected by directivity and geometrical spreading predictions. This allowed us to determine a clip
level in raw digitizer counts for each of the hydrophone systems as well as determine a maximum
signal level in counts for linear system response. Furthermore, since the source function is known,
it can be corrected for range differences and used to determine a calibration factor that converts
counts to Pascals for each hydrophone. This report explains how we determined the airgun source
function from the calibrated Scripps hydrophones and determined directivity corrections. Each of
the MILS hydrophones: ASC26, ASC23, and ASC24 will then be individually discussed and cali-
bration factors determined from the survey data.

Airgun Source Term

In all, five calibration shots were fired over the Scripps hydrophone, which was moored at 925
meters depth. The ocean near the hydrophone was determined by sonar to be 1690 meters deep.
Two airgun shots were fired nearly directly over the hydrophone, with identical traveltimes though
fired about 150 meters apart. The traveltimes for both shots was 0.646 seconds, which corre-
sponds to a direct path distance of 970 meters (assuming an average acoustic velocity of 1.5 km /
sec), just slightly larger than the depth of the Scripps hydrophone. These two shots, having nearly
identical path geometry and length, give a good indication of the airgun source repeatability, cru-
cial to determining calibration factors for the MILS hydrophones. Figure 1 shows the raw time
history waveforms (in counts) for the two shots superimposed. The plot shows that the waveforms
are nearly identical, which supports the assumption required for the calibrations, that the source
term we determine from the Scripps hydrophone will be the same for the shots over the MILS
hydrophones that use the same airgun. It should be noted that only the first 0.95 seconds of the
waveform after the direct arrival time was used in the Scripps hydrophone recordings to determine



the source term because the subsequent wavetrain was confounded by the arrival of an ocean bot
tom reflected phase. 
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Figure 1) Raw waveform recordings of two airgun shots nearly directly over the Scripps 
hydrophone and with identical traveltimes are shown overplotted. The close agreement of 
the two waveforms is an indication of the repeatability of the airgun source. 

The Scripps hydrophone is a Hi-Tec HTI-90-U pressure sensor sampled at 250 Hz, with nearly 
Hat response between 0.05 Hz and 15 kHz. The nominal sensitivity is -182 dB re 1 V/microPa at 
atmospheric pressure with 2.5 dB sensitivity loss for every 3000 m depth. The hydrophone is AC 
coupled to a variable gain preamp via a pair of RC high pass filters with a corner frequency of 
0.94 Hz. The RC filter output feeds a variable gain preamp with 4 gain stages determined by soft
ware. The output of the preamp feeds an anti-alias filter, a cascaded pair of 4-pole Butterworth fil
ters with a corner at 76 Hz. The output of the anti-alias filter feeds an AGC amplifier with 4 gain 
stages set dynamically by the input signal level. Finally, a 16-bit A/D with a range of 0-4.5 V dig
itizes the signal. The zero-input signal is nominally 2.25 V. 

The Scripps hydrophone response, shown in Figure 2a and 2b on the next page, was deconvolved 
from the measured airgun signal shown in Figure 1 to determine the source term. The measured 
signal was converted to the frequency domain with the phase unwrapped. By employing spectral 
division and phase subtraction of the Scripps hydrophone response from the Scripps airgun 
recording, the true airgun signal was obtained. 
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Figure 2a) Amplitude response of the Scripps hydrophone and data acquisition system used
in the Ascension Island experiment.
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Figure 2b) Phase response of the Scripps hydrophone and data acquisition system.



The time history of the true airgun signal in Pascals overpressure is shown in Figure 3. The time
history is consistent with that shown by an airgun supply company [4] and consists of a large
overpressure spike with initial release of the high pressure air from the confining cylinder. Subse-
quent spikes spaced about 0.15 seconds apart correspond to the oscillating bubble pulse. The
peak-to-peak amplitude of the source term is 325 Pascals at an airgun-hydrophone distance of 970
meters.

0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8
Time in sec

Figure 3) The direct-phase recording by the Scripps hydrophone from the 1000 cubic inch
airgun source at 970 meters distance corrected for instrument response.

The corresponding frequency domain amplitude and phase of the true airgun signal is shown on
the next page by Figure 4a and 4b respectively. There is a pronounced scalloping of the source
amplitude spectrum with a primary peak at about 6.8 Hz and all subsequent peaks at multiples of
6.8 Hz.

Directivity Corrections

Since all measurements of the source function are in the far field, it is reasonable to assume that
the airgun behaves as a point source. In the absence of any boundary conditions, the peak ampli-
tude of the source pressure, Ipl will diminish as a spherically spreading wave: Ipl = 1 / R where R
is the source-receiver distance.
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Figure 4a) The amplitude spectrum of Figure 3, the 1000 cubic inch airgun at 970 meters
distance.
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Figure 4b) The unwrapped phase spectrum of Figure 3.
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The presence of the free surface complicates simple geometric spreading by producing a direc-
tionally dependent interference pattern. This pattern is well known [5] and, for shallow depth
sources at far field ranges and unity reference pressure, takes the form:

2
= — |sin(kzsin9)|

R

where Ipl is the pressure amplitude, R is the source-receiver distance, k is the acoustic wavenum-
ber in inverse meters, z is the source depth in meters, and 9 is the declination from horizontal
angle in degrees.

The nominal depth, z, is 5 meters for the 1000 cubic inch airgun shots over the Scripps hydro-
phone. A reasonable analysis frequency is 10 Hz, the middle frequency of the first two, and larg-
est, peaks in the source amplitude spectrum and represents the center frequency with the bulk of
the energy content. With a nominal acoustic velocity of 1.5 km / sec, the corresponding wave-
length is 150 meters and the wavenumber, k, is 0.042 inverse meters. Since the airgun is fired
nearly directly over the hydrophone, 9 = n 12. When this directivity correction is applied to the
measured 325 Pa peak pressure and projected back to R = 1 meter, p = 751 kPa at 1 meter from
the airgun.This is consistent with predicted airgun source levels [6].

ASC26 calibration

The ASC26 recordings of the 1000 cubic inch airgun shots are best viewed in record section as
shown in Figure 5. The record section proceeds from the recorded waveform of the airgun shot
closest to ASC26 (top at 1.81 km) to the airgun shot farthest away (bottom at 8.63 km). All dis-
tances in this paper are direct acoustic path ranges and record sections plot each shot at an even
spacing below the previous shot though the range between shots is not linear (particularly when
the airgun is nearest the hydrophone). The record section clearly shows a number of phase arriv-
als. The Stoneley wave, traveling along the ocean-sediment interface, is ahead of the direct path
acoustic wave but is small enough in amplitude that the coda does not significantly contaminate
amplitude measurements and arrival picks of the direct hydroacoustic phase. The coda of the
direct phase exhibits ringing for the closest airgun shots. The ringing corresponds to a clipped sig-
nal. We do not know if the signal clipping and ringing is due to the sensor or to system electronics.
The ringing could also be the result of mechanical motion of the hydrophone cable system at high
acoustic signal levels. The reflected phases are single (1st) and double (2nd) reflections off the
free surface.

To determine information that can be used to calibrate ASC26, we need to isolate the direct arrival
phase and analyze it at ranges that are large enough for the signal level to be below that causing
clipping and ringing. The top third or so of the traces in the section show distinct ringing after the
direct arrival. That the ringing is associated with clipping can be seen in Figure 6. Here the maxi-
mum peak-to-peak amplitude (in units of counts) of the direct arrival phase is determined for each
airgun shot in the section and plotted at the corresponding hydrophone-airgun distance. On the
distance scales of interest in this paper, attenuation is negligible but source directivity effects are
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Figure 5) Record section for ASC26 with airgun shots nominally 150 meters apart. As the
ship sails away from the hydrophone we see normal moveout and the development of dis-
tinct phases as labelled.



not. The peak-to-peak amplitude should, however, diminish with the range since the source fre-
quencies are low enough so that directivity effects are secondary. At ranges less than about 4 km

the peak-to-peak amplitudes stay between 0.8 X 107 and 1.0 x 107 counts, showing no tendency to
diminish with range. This can only be clipping and it allows us to determine a clipping level:

about 1.0 x 107 peak-to-peak in counts. We do not observe the expected amplitude fall-off with

range below 4.4 km and peak-to-peak amplitudes below 7 x 106 counts. This count therefore
approximately defines the upper limit of the linear regime of the hydrophone monitoring system.
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Figure 6) The ASC26 maximum of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the direct phase is plotted
at the range corresponding to that recorded waveform. Signal clipping at ranges below 4 km
is evidenced by the absence of amplitude fall-off with increasing range.

The procedure used to determine a calibration factor starts with projecting the source function to
the range and conditions of each airgun shot. The source signal level is 751 kPa at 1 meter. Under



the conditions of airgun shooting at ASC26, the source depth was 5 meters, the frequency was 10 
Hz, and the direct range was as shown in Figure 6. Correcting the source signal to each airgun 
shot range and accounting for directivity effects results in a source level in Pa at the hydrophone 
for each airgun shot. The contribution of reflections off the free surface is shown in Figure 7 
which compares the predicted amplitude fall-off with range due to geometrical spreading alone 
with the fall-off due lo geometrical spreading and directivity. The curves show that directivity, at a 
frequency of 10 Hz and the geometry of the ASC26 airgun shots, accounts for a large part of the 
signal loss and therefore must be accounted for. 
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Figure 7) The 10 Hz peak-to-peak pressure amplitude fall-off with range due to spherical 
spreading (red curve) for ASC26 relative to unity at 1.81 km range is compared to the blue 
curve which shows spherical spreading with directivity corrections. Note the blue curve is 
only valid at 10 Hz. 

Once the source level was corrected for directivity and spreading to the range at each shot, a cali
bration factor was determined by dividing the peak-to-peak amplitude in raw counts by the 
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Figure 8) Record section for ASC23 with airgun shots nominally 150 meters apart. As the
ship sails away from the hydrophone we see normal moveout and the development of dis-
tinct phases as labelled.
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corrected source level at that range. This should give a stable factor independent of the range.
However, the procedure can not be applied if the signal is clipped and will be less stable at long
ranges, where the signal-to-noise is low and/or bathymetric shadowing can influence the direct
phase signal measurement. Consequently, an analysis window is defined, as shown on Figure 6,
that avoids clipped and low signal-to-noise recordings. The final calibration factor was calculated

for ASC26 using 17 shots. The mean was 3.5 x 105 counts per Pascal with a standard deviation of

5.2 x 104 counts / Pascal.

ASC23 calibration

The single airgun was fired 34 times on a track between ASC23 and ASC24. Consequently the
phase arrival sections are more sparse than for ASC26 and the maximum ranges are about half
that of the ASC26 section. The ASC23 section is shown in Figure 8. The top trace corresponds to
an airgun position nearly directly over the ASC23 hydrophone since the hydrophone depth is 0.84
km and the direct path distance is 0.87 km. The ship speed is relatively constant for the airgun
shots in this section as evidenced by the straight line slope of the direct and 1st reflection phase
arrivals. The ASC23 peak-to-peak amplitudes for the direct arrival phase of each airgun shot
shown in the section were determined and plotted in the same manner as the ASC26 analysis. This
is seen in Figure 9.

The direct phase amplitudes show evidence of clipping at ranges below 2.2 km and are near back-
ground noise level at ranges above 3.5 km. The calibration analysis was conducted for a range
interval between these two extremes, where linear response is assumed. The data was corrected
for spreading and directivity and analyzed in the same way as ASC26 but the airgun depth was 7.5
meters and the hydrophone depth was 0.84 km. In this case only 9 shots were used to determine

an average calibration factor. From Figure 9, the clip level is about 2.2 x 106, the linear response

level is about 1.5 x 106. The calibration is 1.66 x 104 counts / Pa with a standard deviation of 2.81

x 103 counts / Pa. The clip level of ASC23 is only a quarter of the ASC26 clip level and the num-
ber of counts per Pascal is a factor of 20 less than that of ASC26.

ASC24 calibration

As is apparent in the record section for ASC24, shown in Figure 10, the direct phase is poorly
developed at larger ranges. This could be due to bathymetric shadowing and clearly such source-
receiver paths should not be used in the calibration factor determination. The airgun shots start at
0.84 km range (top trace), with a hydrophone depth of 0.78 km, and end at 4.24 km (bottom
trace). The ship speed is relatively constant between shots.

Because clipping is evident in Figure 11, the analysis region was chosen to include only 7 shots.

From Figure 11, the clip level and maximum of the linear response regime is 9.0 x 106 and 6.0 x

10 respectively. The clip level and linear response maximum, in raw counts, is very close to that

of ASC26. The calibration factor for ASC24 was calculated using only 7 shots and is 8.8 x 10

counts / Pa with a standard deviation of 2.1 x 10 counts / Pa. Using this calibration factor and that

12



determined for ASC23, the clip levels and linear response maximums, in Pascals, are very similar
forASC23andASC24.
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Figure 9) The ASC23 maximum of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the direct phase is plotted
at the range corresponding to that recorded waveform. Signal clipping at ranges below 2.2
km is evidenced by the absence of amplitude fall-off with range.
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Figure 11) The ASC24 maximum of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the direct phase is plot-
ted at the range corresponding to that recorded waveform. Signal clipping at ranges below
2.5 km is evidenced by the absence of amplitude fall-off with source range.

Consistency Checks Using Background Noise

Noise spectra were determined for each hydrophone in an attempt to validate the calibration fac-
tors determined by the airguns and to determine the shape of the hydrophone amplitude response
spectra. The spectra represent an average of 5.5 hours of background acoustic noise recorded dur-
ing the period 0600 -1200 on Julian day 134, 1999. Five minute windows were Fourier trans-
formed, 7-point smoothed and averaged with some noise windows rejected due to the presence of
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Figure 12) Averaged background noise spectra in raw counts 
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Figure 13) Noise spectra of Figure 12 with calibration factors applied 
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transient events. The spectra for ASC23, ASC24, and ASC26 are shown in Figure 12. The spectra
are in raw counts and show the background acoustic noise confounded with the unknown instru-
ment amplitude response of each hydrophone. The calibration factors are applied to each hydro-
phone spectrum and shown in Figure 13. The close agreement of the ASC23 and ASC24 spectra
indicate a consistency in the calibration factors and a similar amplitude response since it can be
reasonably be assumed, due to their close geographic location, that the background noise at the
two hydrophones is nearly the same. The ASC26 spectrum also demonstrates some consistency in
the calibration factors but the shape of the spectra is distinctly different. It cannot be assumed that
the acoustic noise environment is similar to the other hydrophones since ASC26 is located about
100 km away from the others and at twice the depth (1.66 km). Thus we cannot be sure to what
degree the observed spectral differences are actual background acoustic noise differences or
hydrophone amplitude calibration differences. However, from Uricht [7], the ambient acoustic
deep-water noise spectra should be decreasing with increasing frequency between 0.5 and 50 Hz.
In the 1-20 Hz range the amplitude rolloff is given as -8 to -10 dB / octave. Application of such
generic noise spectra to the above spectra could be used to determine the hydrophone amplitude
response. However, it does not adequately account for noise variations due to the differing depths
and conditions of the Ascension Island hydrophones. What is clear from the generic noise figures
is that the Ascension hydrophone amplitude response is by no means flat. The amplitude
responses for all three hydrophones (particularly ASC23 and ASC24) must increase steeply with
frequency to account for the observed noise spectra in light of generic figures that indicate an
amplitude decrease with increasing frequency. Consequently, the calibration factors converting
counts to Pascals will most accurate for signals dominated by 10 Hz acoustic energy. For frequen-
cies much higher and much lower, the calibration factors should not be used.

Conclusions

A complete amplitude and phase response calibration of the MILS hydrophones could not be suc-
cessfully accomplished because of the complications presented by the ocean floor locations of the
hydrophones. However, the airgun signal is very repeatable and the Scripps hydrophone system
with known instrument response, floated sufficiently far above the ocean floor to give a good
direct phase recording before the arrival of reflected phases was effectively used to determine the
airgun source function. This allowed us to determine the clip levels of the MILS hydrophones and
calibration factors to convert counts to Pascals. Although the clip levels in raw counts are reason-
ably accurate, the calibration factors should be considered rough conversions of counts to Pascals
since a number of assumptions and corrections were required, each contributing errors to the pro-
cess.

A highly repeatable source like an airgun should be able to provide for effective amplitude and
phase response calibration provided the hydrophone used to measure the source function and the
hydrophone to be calibrated are able to measure a portion of the direct phase before scattered and
reflected wave phases arrive. Another calibration strategy is to locate a calibrated hydrophone as
near as possible to the hydrophone with unknown instrument response. In this case, ambient back-
ground noise measurements may be sufficient to deconvolve an instrument response using the cal-
ibrated hydrophone as the "source function". In the case of ocean bottom hydrophones, this is
probably the only means to obtain a full amplitude and phase response curve.
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